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Abstract 9 

The demand for renewable energy sources is limited by their inherent intermittent nature. The 10 

thermal energy storage technique overcomes this shortcoming by allowing storage of 11 

naturally occurring energy (e.g. solar) during “non-peak hours”. The article presents an 12 

experimental investigation of the sparsely studied ‘single medium thermocline’ (SMT) based 13 

single tank sensible thermal energy storage (TES). The work aims to reconsider its potential 14 

by minimizing the fluid dynamic perturbations during the charging cycle which disrupt the 15 

stability of the thermocline leading to undesirable energy losses. The article discusses the 16 

effect of Atwood number (density stratification) and mean temperature on TES effectiveness 17 

as well as providing the appropriate thermodynamic insights. Implementation of the 18 

experimental procedures and strategies discussed in this article demonstrates a stable 19 

thermocline which persists for more than six hours with minimal energy degradation.    20 

Keywords: Thermal energy storage, Thermocline, Single medium, Single tank, Thermal 21 

stratification 22 

Nomenclature 23 

 24 

At   Atwood number �ρ� − ρ��/�ρ� + ρ��,- 25 

Cp  Specific heat, kJ/kg K 26 

Et  Total thermal energy at time ‘t’, J 27 

E1  Total thermal energy at time ‘t = 60 minutes’, J 28 

E*  Normalized energy (Et / E1), - 29 

H  Height of the tank, m 30 

h*  Non-dimensional axial distance (y/H), - 31 

k  Thermal conductivity, W/m K 32 

m  Mass, Kg 33 

T  Instantaneous temperature, K 34 

t  Time, s 35 

t1  Time ‘t = 60 minutes’, s 36 

Tc  Cold fluid temperature, K 37 

Th  Hot fluid temperature, K 38 

Tm  Mean temperature inside the thermocline region, K 39 

T0  Ambient temperature, K 40 

T* Non-dimensional temperature ((T-Tc)/(Th-Tc)), - 41 
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∆T  Initial temperature difference (Th-Tc), K 42 

Vi  Volume of ith fluid section, m

 43 

y  Axial (vertical) direction, m 44 

 45 

Greek symbols 46 

 47 

ρ  Density, kg/m3 48 

ρ�  Density of ith fluid section 49 

ρ�  Fluid density at cold fluid temperature, kg/m3 50 

ρ�  Fluid density at hot fluid temperature, kg/m3 51 

τ  Normalized storage time (t/t1), - 52 

ξ�  Exergy of the fully mixed storage, J 53 

ξ�  Exergy of the stratified storage at any time t, J 54 

ξ #  Rosen’s exergy ratio �ξ� ξ��⁄ , -  55 

ξ*  Normalized exergy �ξ� ξ�⁄ �, - 56 

 57 

Abbreviations 58 

 59 

CSP Concentrated Solar Power 60 

DMT Dual medium thermocline 61 

HSM Heat storage media 62 

IEA International Energy Agency  63 

PV Photovoltaics  64 

STES  Sensible thermal energy systems  65 

STE  Solar thermal energy  66 

SMT  Single medium thermocline  67 

SSTES Stratified sensible TES  68 

TES  Thermal energy storage  69 

 70 

1. Introduction  71 

The demand for energy has reached unprecedented levels with the ever-rising 72 

industrialization and global population surge. This has initiated a global initiative towards 73 

clean, affordable, sustainable, and reliable sources of energy. The fact that energy could solve 74 

most of the challenges and create ample opportunities in today’s world is indisputable. 75 

According to the United Nations, assurance of universal access to such energy resources to 76 

everyone is indispensable [1]. Among the renewable energy sources, sun is undoubtedly the 77 

most promising one, considering its limitless potential and versatility. However, there is a 78 

chance for mismatch between the supply and demand because of its intermittent nature 79 

(clouds and night hours), which in turn compel us to incorporate solar energy storage. Such 80 

storage systems are essential in various fields, including power generation sectors like solar 81 

thermal, geothermal, and nuclear power plants.   82 

Thermal energy storage systems, in contrast to battery storage in (photovoltaic) PV systems, 83 

depend on renewable thermal energy sources [2]. STE systems are relatively inexpensive for 84 

large scale and robust operations as compared to alternative technologies. It enhances the 85 

effectiveness and efficiency of the Concentrated Solar Power (CSP) applications by aiding 86 
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the generation of power even after sunset or during cloud cover [3], [4]. The recent progress 87 

in materials has revolutionized thermal energy storage (TES) technologies [5].  88 

The thermal energy is generally stored either through modification of temperature of a 89 

material (sensible heat) or by phase change of a substance (latent heat). Sometimes, both of 90 

these methods are combined to come up with a hybrid TES technology capable of serving a 91 

more extensive operating range. However, sensible thermal energy systems (STES) are 92 

relatively inexpensive and straightforward with regards to operation and maintenance which 93 

makes them one of the most popular and commercially viable thermal energy storage method. 94 

STES utilizes heat transfer fluids which are stable at high temperatures. The method depends 95 

not only on the mass, specific heat capacity, and change in temperature of the storage 96 

medium [6] but also on additional factors like diffusivity, thermal conductivity, stability, 97 

material compatibility, and the cost. Among the sensible thermal energy storage methods, 98 

stratified sensible TES (SSTES) system has been investigated for more than four decades [7]-99 

[9] since it lowers the cost of power generation by significantly cutting down the total setup 100 

cost [10]. Additionally, the inherent simplicity of this technology enables efficient scaling to 101 

meet a wide range of power requirements [11]. Thus, it overcomes the limitations of existing 102 

technologies and can play an instrumental role in transforming the solar energy landscape. 103 

For these reasons, it is preferred over the other variants (like two tank method) and is 104 

investigated in the current study.  105 

The principle of SSTES is inspired by the natural thermal stratification process where, the hot 106 

and cold fluids are stored in an inherently stable stratified configuration. They are separated 107 

by a narrow region of a large density gradient called ‘thermocline’ as shown in Figure 1c. 108 

The thermocline facilitates the storage of energy in the media [12]. Its stability is one of the 109 

crucial factors that govern the energy efficiency of a single tank TES and the associated 110 

system [13], [14]. The operation of a TES with density stratification involves sequential 111 

charging and discharging cycles (Figure 1). During charging, hot fluid coming from the solar 112 

collection field enters into the top of the tank as cold fluid exits from the bottom to be heated 113 

as shown in Figure 1 a. During discharging, hot fluid from the top is pumped to the power 114 

block to generate electricity and returns to the tank at a relatively colder temperature as 115 

shown in Figure 1 b.  116 

 117 

Figure 1: (Colour): Density stratified thermal energy storage operations (a) Charging 118 

process (b) Discharging process (c) Schematic of density stratified single tank thermal 119 

energy storage 120 
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In a single tank system, two thermocline techniques are commonly adopted, viz., (Single 121 

medium thermocline) SMT and (Dual medium thermocline) DMT. DMT is typically 122 

composed of a fluid HSM (Heat storage media) and solid filler materials while SMT is 123 

composed HSM only. Patcheco et al. [15] found that cost reduction can be attained upon 124 

using appropriate filler materials in a DMT. As a result, there has been a surge in the studies 125 

on DMT. This led to a shift of focus from studies on SMT which also involve internal fluid 126 

flow and their associated mixing issues. The number of experimental and numerical studies 127 

pertaining to packed-bed thermal energy storage is constantly increasing over the past years 128 

[16]-[18].  129 

However, DMT also presents technical difficulties such as thermal ratcheting [19], 130 

maintenance issues due to unwanted particle deposition and the hassle of appropriate pairing 131 

of filler material and storage media [20]. There is also a possibility of having unstable storage 132 

capacities for a DMT based systems because of the increase in outlet temperature of heat 133 

transfer medium during charging. However, this issue doesn't arise in case of SMT since a 134 

constant outlet temperature is maintained throughout [21]. In addition, greater thermal 135 

diffusion is observed in the DMT tank, which elongates the heat-exchange region along with 136 

the height of the porous region [22]. Furthermore, the trouble of thermocline thickening, and 137 

oil degradation occur as a consequence of choosing an inappropriate or incompatible filler 138 

material. Thus, prior works are required since the filler material cannot be chosen randomly. 139 

SMT avoids all the above-mentioned complications, although its fluid dynamic problems and 140 

cost issues still pose a substantial challenge. Furthermore, unlike DMT, an internal heat 141 

exchange between the heat transfer fluid and the storage medium is not necessary in SMT 142 

which avoids associated heat losses. Under adiabatic conditions of operation, both the units 143 

have high thermal performance, with slightly higher first and second law efficiencies for 144 

SMT as compared to DMT [22], [23]. Effective mitigation of fluid dynamical perturbations 145 

and the cost advantage of DMT with filler materials could have been the reasons behind 146 

lesser number of studies in SMT. Based on the aforementioned discussion, an extensive study 147 

on SMTs is attempted here. However, to the best of authors’ knowledge, there is no 148 

experimental analysis of SMT available in literature other than the one presented by Gajbhiye 149 

et.al. [24] where the thermocline formation is analyzed for three different mass flow rates for 150 

a fixed stratification strength with water as the HSM. We conducted a few prior studies in 151 

order to mitigate the fluid dynamical perturbation inside an SMT tank. It has been found that 152 

the resistance towards mixing in a density stratified layer can be assessed from the relative 153 

strength of stratification and that of the impinging fluid [25]. Thus, it is also important to 154 

analyze the SMT system by varying the strength of stratification for a fixed flow rate.  155 

The present study is intended to explore the challenges associated with the fluid flow 156 

problems associated with SMT system. Care has been taken to conduct the experimental 157 

studies under near adiabatic conditions. For the study, we have chosen Hytherm-600 (a 158 

synthetic oil) as HSM because of its wider operating range (unlike water) and absence of 159 

solidification issues or corrosive problems like molten salt. Moreover, it is suitable for 160 

medium-scale applications especially pertaining to small-scale industries. In the present 161 

study, a lab-scale experimental facility is developed to demonstrate the efficacy of a SMT 162 

based single-tank sensible energy storage system. The results are quite useful for the design 163 

and validation of thermocline storage systems, considering the scarcity of experimental 164 

investigations in the literature. Moreover, a series of empirical studies are performed by 165 

varying mean temperature and stratification strength to compare TES effectiveness.  166 
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2. Experimental facility and methodology 167 

A single tank single medium stratified thermal energy storage system is designed and 168 

developed at the Interdisciplinary Centre for Energy Research (ICER), IISc Bangalore. The 169 

experimental setup is schematically shown in Figure 2. The solar energy is simulated with the 170 

help of a two-stage heating system with a net power rating of 35kW. The first stage of 171 

heating is carried out in an inventory tank. Subsequently, the energy storage medium is 172 

pumped via a customized vertical centrifugal pump to a heat receiver where the second level 173 

of heating is carried out. The entire facility is designed to withstand high temperatures and is 174 

made up of high-temperature corrosion-resistant material, Inconel 600. Detailed 175 

specifications of all the major components are provided in Appendix A (Table 2).  176 

 177 

Figure 2 (Colour): Experimental schematic, 1-Inventory tank, 2-VFD controlled centrifugal 178 

pump, 3-Three-way directional valves, 4-Normally closed two-way directional valve, 5-179 

Immersion heaters, 6-Flow meter, 7-Thermal energy storage tank, 8-Heat receiver with split 180 

type heater, 9-Filler tank, 10-Distributor, 11-Heat exchanger, 12- Compressor, 13- Air 181 

regulator and filter, 14- Ceramic wool insulation with aluminium cladding, 15-Surge tank  182 

 183 

Operational procedure 184 

The heat transfer-cum-storage fluid is introduced into the inventory tank via an inlet at the 185 

top and is heated to a temperature ‘��’ (referred as cold fluid temperature) (Figure 3). 186 

Circulation of HSM, while immersion heaters are in operation, is essential to avoid localised 187 

boiling near the heater surface. As soon as the temperature measured by a K-type (Chromel - 188 

Alumel) thermocouples on the inventory tank attain ‘��’, the HSM is routed to the TES tank 189 

using a vertical axis centrifugal pump and an associated Variable Frequency Drive (VFD). A 190 
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coriolis multipurpose flow meter is used to maintain appropriate flow rate. After the TES is 191 

filled up at temperature ��, the 25kW heaters associated with the heat receiver as well as the 192 

immersion heaters are activated to heat the HSM to a higher temperature �� � ��, which is 193 

then allowed to fill the storage tank through a distributor for smooth streamlined flow. This 194 

ensures that minimal mixing happens within the TES to establish a stable and thin 195 

thermocline. While HSM at temperature �� fills the TES through the top, cold HSM is 196 

simultaneously drawn out from the bottom. The displaced fluid is collected back to the 197 

inventory tank. This process of storing energy within the TES is referred to as the ‘charging 198 

phase’. Thermocouple array installed on TES records real-time axial temperature distribution, 199 

which is monitored via a graphical user interface (GUI) and recorded for a desirable duration 200 

at high acquisition rate using NI LabVIEW assisted software. 201 

 202 

Figure 3 Colour): Charging operation of the sensible thermocline thermal energy storage 203 

Energy is thus stored in the form of sensible heat in the storage material. This phase is 204 

referred to as the ‘storing phase’ which the current study focuses upon. The following 205 

preventive measures are taken to minimize heat losses. The TES is covered with a thick (50 206 

mm) ceramic wool insulation (K=0.12 Wm-1k-1) and cladded with aluminium sheets to curtail 207 

convective heat loss. Besides, the ceramic coating inside the TES wall diminishes axial wall 208 

conduction. The inlet distributor restrains mixing during the charging of TES. These 209 
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strategies facilitated in maintaining a stable and sustainable thermocline even after 6 hours. 210 

Finally, during ‘discharging process’, the HSM is cooled down through a shell and tube heat 211 

exchanger and is eventually drained out.  212 

 213 

Focus of the study 214 

The primary focus of the study is to develop an effective single medium thermocline based 215 

thermal energy storage with minimal mixing leading to better stability of the thermocline 216 

during the storing phase. The resistance against mixing of the thermal stratification is 217 

quantified in terms of the Atwood number (�� = ��� − ���/��� + ���) where, �� , �� are 218 

densities of cold and hot fluids respectively.  Different scenarios are considered by varying 219 

the Atwood number from 0.01 to 0.03 while maintaining nearly constant mass flow rate for 220 

all cases (Re ≈1500). This is done while keeping the cold fluid at the ambient condition.  221 

Subsequently, non-ambient cold fluid scenarios are compared with ambient condition to see 222 

whether there is any significant drop in storage effectiveness while maintaining same ∆� =223 

�� − ��. This is done to extend the scope of the current work to high temperatures while 224 

taking into account the molten-salt characteristics (i.e., a non-ambient operating �� ) owing to 225 

its high melting point. Although in many practical applications, molten salts are widely used 226 

due to their high- temperature operational range, the current work is restricted to Hytherm-227 

600 oil. The thermophysical properties of the storage media (Hytherm-600 oil) within the 228 

operating range of 298 to 573K are calculated based on the following empirical relations  229 

 230 

� ��� =  1049.7 − 0.6572� *+ ,
⁄       �1� 231 

-.��� =  0.00002�/  −  0.0096� +  2.3169 1*+2�*2�    �2� 232 

* ��� = −0.0346 + 0.0007� 3,2�*2�      �3� 233 

The cases considered are depicted in the Table 1. It is to be noted that since the boiling point 234 

of Hytherm 600 is higher than water, unwanted effects like vapor formation are avoided in 235 

the chosen operating range. 236 

Table 1: Experimental cases 237 

Case 45 �0C � 46 �0C � ∆4�0C � 48/49  :; 
A 25 50 25 1 0.01 

B 25 75 50 1 0.02 

C 25 100 75 1 0.03 

D 45 95 50 1.8 0.02 

E 60 110 50 2.4 0.02 

 238 

  239 

3. Results and discussion 240 

Two different scenarios are considered here; one with ambient cold fluid temperature 241 

(�� = �<� and the other with non-ambient temperature  ��. Transient analysis is avoided to 242 

focus more on the thermal degradation of the thermocline. Here, the storage time (t) is non-243 
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dimensionalized as τ = t 60 minutes⁄ ,. The observed temporal characteristic of the axial 244 

temperature profiles fit well with the sigmoid function previously reported [26]. 245 

 246 

Figure 4 (Colour): The normalised temperature T* = ��� −  ��� ��� − ���⁄ � plotted against 247 

normalised tank height h* = �C D⁄ � for six hours with one-hour gap. (a): Non 248 

dimensionalized temperature profile,  �E/�< = 1 , �� = 0.02, ∆�= 50<- (b): Non 249 

dimensionalized temperature profile,  �E/�< = 1.8 , �� ≈ 0.02, ∆�= 50<- 250 

Figure 4 (a) shows that the colder fluid gained thermal energy over time while the hotter fluid 251 

temperature dropped significantly. Heat exchange with the environment, axial wall 252 

conduction through the tank wall, and thermal diffusion within the tank cause degradation of 253 

energy in the hotter fluid as reflected through its temperature drop. A fraction of the losses 254 

via thermal diffusion and axial wall conduction results in consequent thermal energy gain of 255 

the colder fluid. 256 

Figure 4 (b) suggests that stable and sustainable thermocline is formed even at non-ambient 257 

cold fluid condition. In contrast to the earlier case, both colder as well as hotter fluid 258 

temperatures, decays over time, with the latter at a faster rate due to its higher heat exchange 259 

potential with the environment. It can be observed that the heat gained by the cold fluid over 260 

time in the non-ambient case is lower than that in the ambient case. This is due to the fact that 261 

the rate of heat loss in cold fluid is higher than the rate of heat gain from the hot fluid. 262 

Further, there could be variations in the profile achieved upon varying stratification strength 263 

and the corresponding mean temperature. This will be studied in the subsequent subsections. 264 

3.1. Effect of Atwood number 265 

The axial variation in the temperature of the HSM is plotted for three different Atwood 266 

numbers for two distinct storage time instances in Figure 5. Atwood number is varied here by 267 

changing only the hot fluid temperature while maintaining the cold fluid temperature the 268 

same as that of the ambient.  269 
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 270 

Figure 5 (Colour): The normalised temperature  �∗ = ��� −  ��� ��� − ���⁄ � plotted against      271 

tank height h* = �C D⁄ � for cases with ambient cold fluid condition, �E �<⁄ = 1 but distinct 272 

Atwood numbers for two distinct storage time instants (a) 60min (b) 360min 273 

It is observed that the curves corresponding to distinct Atwood numbers collapse into a single 274 

one, except at around y/H = 0.5 (thermocline region) irrespective of the storage time instant. 275 

In other words, in the case of the ambient cold fluid condition at a specific storage time 276 

instant, the normalized temperature profile is independent of the stratification strength (A�) 277 

except at the thermocline region. An increase in Atwood number indicates a rise in the 278 

density difference, which in turn favors the stability of the thermocline. It appears that same 279 

initial trend in the profile is sustained even after 5 hours of operation. The dependence on 280 

initial ∆T is evident here and shows the importance of charging process in the formation of a 281 

stable and sustainable thermocline. A dip in temperature observed for A�=0.01 is because of 282 

the increased mixing across the thermocline induced during the charging process. However, 283 

in the case of A�= 0.02 and 0.03, the thermocline strength is sufficient to cause a decay in the 284 

initial disturbance. Although this provides insights towards developing an analogous regime 285 

map to predict the resistance of thermal stratification towards mixing during charging, it is 286 

beyond the scope of the current study.   287 

3.2. Effect of the mean temperature 288 

The axial variation in the temperature of the heat storage media is plotted for distinct cold 289 

fluid temperature scenarios while maintaining the same temperature difference (∆T=T� − T�) 290 

between the corresponding hot fluid at the time of charging. The initial temperatures of both 291 

the fluids (Th and Tc) are higher resulting in a higher mean temperature (�J). Three such 292 

cases (B, D and E) are compared in Figure 6 for two distinct storage time instances. We 293 

maintain constant ∆T, to ensure nearly same A� (owing to the linear density dependence of 294 

HSM under consideration). 295 
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   296 

Figure 6 (Colour): The normalised temperature T# = ��� − �<� ��� − ���⁄ � plotted against 297 

normalised tank height for cases having same ∆T = ��� − ��� = 50<- (�� ≈ 0.02� but 298 

distinct cold fluid temperature �� for storage time instants K = 1 and 6. 299 

The area under the curve is an indication of the amount of stored thermal energy. It can be 300 

observed that, higher the mean temperature, higher is the energy content. Also, the trend is 301 

maintained during all storage time instances. The mean temperature (in K) of Case B 302 

(�� �<⁄ = 1) after 5 hours is observed to be 0.97% lesser than the initial measurement. 303 

However, this decrease is 1.05% and 2.5% for Case D (�� �<⁄ = 1.8) and Case E (�� �<⁄ = 2) 304 

respectively. Unlike the non-ambient cases, cold fluid temperature is enhanced as explained 305 

in Figure 4 b and this is reflected in the mean temperature as well.  306 

By taking any two τ = 1 and 6 pairs, it can be seen that the temperatures and thus the energy 307 

contents degrade at different rates. Since the temperature at each axial location degrades at 308 

different rates, Tm provides us with only an approximate way of comparing overall energy. In 309 

terms of sustainability, it is imperative to analyse the rate of energy degradation. Such rates 310 

as well as the magnitude of energy and its effectiveness can be better understood by 311 

conducting a thermodynamic analysis as shown in the following section.  312 

3.3. Thermodynamic analysis 313 

The stratified thermal energy storage with uniform cross-section is partitioned into ‘n’ 314 

horizontal layers in such a way that each fluid section ‘i’ with volume (Vi) contains a 315 

thermocouple representing the bulk temperature of that section (Ti), for this analysis. Due to 316 

stratification, the thermophysical properties of the storage media change with temperature. 317 

The variation in density (ρ�), heat capacity (CLM), and conductivity (Ki) for each section ‘i’ are 318 

considered here as per equations (1-3).  319 

Assumptions:  320 
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(a) TES is a closed system during the storage phase (there is no exchange of storage 321 

media during the storage phase) 322 

(b) The kinetic and potential energies are neglected here (i.e., total energy = internal 323 

energy) 324 

(c) Circumferential and radial variations of temperature are neglected in comparison with 325 

its axial variation 326 

 The first law of thermodynamics applied to the section ‘i’ for time ‘t’ can be written as 327 

ρ�V�∆u�,� = E�,� − W�,�                                 �4�  328 

Where ∆u�,�, E�,�, W�,� are specific internal energy change, net thermal energy and net work 329 

done by the system on its surroundings respectively in ith section at time t. 330 

The total thermal energy in the TES at any time ‘t’ can be written as, 331 

E� = ∑ ρ�V��CL��RT�.� − T<S T�U�                                  �5� 332 

 333 

 334 

Figure 7 (Colour): The total thermal energy in the TES at any time ‘t’,  V� plotted against the 335 

normalized time, τ = W W�⁄   (W� = 60 minutes) illustrates the relative decay rate of energy 336 

Figure 7, shows that by increasing both Atwood number and mean temperature, one could 337 

store more quantity of energy, although with a higher rate of degradation. However, 338 

evaluating the TES performance based on energy efficiencies could be misleading since it 339 

considers only the ratio of the heat recovered to the heat input while ignoring the concomitant 340 

temperature and thus the quality of energy. Figure 7  shows the total energy of the system at 341 

different time instances and consequently estimates the total energy lost from the system. In 342 

order to quantify the useful work which can be extracted from a system, after addressing the 343 

irreversibility induced through internal mixing, an exergy analysis is presented here. Exergy 344 

based evaluations provide a better estimate of TES usefulness as it considers both energy 345 

quality as well as quantity.  346 
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The second law of thermodynamics applied to section ‘i’ for time ‘t’ can be written as 347 

ρ�V�∆s�,� ≥ Y Z[M,\
]M

�^
�                                                                 �6�  348 

Where ∆s�,�– change in specific entropy on ith section at time t, t< – time taken to reach ‘dead 349 

state’ (a state where the tank is fully discharged)    350 

The entropy in a closed system is not constant unlike energy. The entropy changes of a TES 351 

system (∆S`) may be caused by 352 

(a) The net mass transfer across the system boundaries as indicated by ∆Sa 353 

(b) The heat transfer across system boundary (∆S�) 354 

(c) Internal entropy generation �Sb� 355 

The internal entropy generation of the process (Sb) is, 356 

 Sb = ∆S` − ∆Sa − ∆S� ≥ 0                �7� 357 

During the energy storage phase of TES, ∆Sa and  ∆S� are generally neglected. 358 

ρ�V�∆s�,� = Y Z[M,\
]M

�^
� + Sb                     �8� 359 

Since the enthalpy content of the TES does not gets altered due to internal mixing, the 360 

internal exergy loss (ξZ) of a TES is directly proportional to the internal entropy generation.   361 

ξZ = −T<Sg              �9� 362 

Where, T< is the thermodynamic dead-state temperature.  363 

The change in exergy of ith section from time ‘t’ to a state where the tank is totally discharged 364 

results in   365 

ξ�,� = ρiViCPi�T�.� − T<� − T0 ρiViCPi ln fTi,t
T0

g                  �10� 366 

Hence the total exergy in the TES at any time ‘t’ can be written as, 367 

ξ� = ∑ ρ�V�CPi h�T�.� − T<� + T< ln i ]^
]M,\

jk T�U�           �11� 368 
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 369 

Figure 8 (Colour): (a) The exergy l� in TES is plotted against normalised storage time 370 

instant τ = W W�⁄  (b) The normalised exergy l # = l� l�⁄   is plotted against normalised storage 371 

time instant τ = W W�⁄   372 

A comparison of exergy (available energy) magnitude (Figure 8) indicates that, in the case of 373 

the ambient cold fluid condition, higher the Atwood number, higher is the magnitude of 374 

available energy. Upon doubling T� (i.e., A� = 0.01 to  A� = 0.03), the exergy is found to 375 

increase by 5.65 times, at the initial storage instant.  Even after 5 hours, the exergy value of  376 

A�= 0.03 is 5.2 times compared to  A�=0.01. However, the rate of exergy decrement is also 377 

found to be greater for higher Atwood number case. There is a 12.5% enhancement in the 378 

degradation rate observed after 5 hours, when comparing the  A� = 0.01 and 0.03 cases. Thus, 379 

relative decay rate of exergy is an increasing function of the Atwood number, as in the case of 380 

stored energy.  381 

 382 

On the other hand, cases at similar Atwood numbers show the same amount of exergy in the 383 

post charging phase. However, a greater rate of decrement of energy is exhibited at higher 384 

mean temperature. The extra percentage of exergy decrement of T� T<⁄ = 2.4 after 5 hours, in 385 

comparison with T� T<⁄ = 1 is observed to be 19.5. Thus, for same A� cases, nearer the mean 386 

temperature is to the ambient temperature, the better is the quality of energy stored.  387 

 388 

Figure 9 shows the variation of entropy generation rate, for various Atwood number and 389 

mean temperature cases. The entropy generation rate is observed to decrease over 390 

time and attain a steady value for all the cases. From the graph it is obvious that the 391 

entropy generation rate is greater for higher Atwood number cases with same Tc, at 392 

all the time instances. One can also observe that upon maintaining same Atwood number, 393 

entropy generation rate increases as Tc is increased. Nonetheless, the most interesting 394 

observation can be made with cases C, D and E. Cases D and E show higher rate of entropy 395 

generation, owing to its higher cold fluid temperature Tc as compared to case C. 396 

 397 
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  398 

Figure 9 (Colour): (a) The exergy l� in TES is plotted against normalised storage time 399 

instant τ = W W�⁄  (b) The normalised exergy l # = l� l�⁄   is plotted against normalised storage 400 

time instant τ = W W�⁄   401 

It can be concluded from this experimental study that better utilitzation of the TES with 402 

higher potential for energy storage is possible if the temperature difference between the two 403 

fluids is higher and the cold fluid temperature is near the ambient condition. Although the 404 

rate of decrement is higher, this is the most effective way of storing the maximum energy 405 

without losing much quality in case of a stratified TES. 406 

 407 

3.4. Comparison with fully mixed TES 408 

 409 

For each scenario, the ratio of the exergy of the stratified storage at any time t, (ξ�� to that of 410 

the same storage when fully mixed �ξ�� is estimated as per Dincer et.al [21] (Figure 10). ξ� 411 

is obtained from the following formula:  412 

ξ� = E� − mcnT< ln�T� T<⁄ �                                                            (12) 413 

Where, T�= �T ∑ T�,�T�U�  represents the temperature of the TES fluid at the fully mixed state 414 

and 415 

E� = mcn�T� − T<�                        �13�  416 

is the energy of a fully mixed tank at that uniform temperature T�   417 
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 418 

Figure 10 (Colour): The normalised  exergy l ∗ = l� lJ ⁄   as per Dincer et.al [21] is plotted 419 

against normalised storage time instant τ = W W�⁄  for cases (a) With ambient cold fluid 420 

condition, �� �<⁄ = 1 but distinct Atwood numbers (b) With same ∆T = ��� − ��� =421 

50<- and approximately same ��=0.02 but distinct cold fluid temperature ��  422 

Figure 10 shows the extra energy stored by the stratified TES as compared to the mixed case. 423 

For example, ξ� ξ� ⁄ =1.4 indicates that the exergy of the stratified storage is about 40% 424 

greater than the exergy of the mixed storage. Therefore, stratification increases the exergy 425 

storage capacity of the storage under consideration, relative to its mixed condition. Figure 10 426 

also depicts that it is advantageous to increase At by keeping �� �<⁄  constant (Figure 10a), and 427 

keeping the cold fluid temperature near ambient conditions (Figure 10b).   428 

4. Conclusion 429 

The present work is an experimental investigation on establishing a stable single medium 430 

thermocline-based TES within a single tank for a suitably long time. The study sheds light on 431 

not only the design and development of SMT but also an experimental procedure to establish 432 

such storage. The experimental results are analyzed using the first and second laws of 433 

thermodynamics.  We also presented how the effectiveness of the thermal energy storage 434 

varies. The results show the impact of the mean temperature and Atwood number on storage 435 

effectiveness. We have experimentally shown that by increasing A�, one could minimize such 436 

risks and form a more effective stratification which could sustain for longer durations. 437 

However, one should provide sufficient internal insulation to TES to mitigate potential heat 438 

loss via axial conduction through TES wall. 439 

Experimental observations indicate that, upon doubling T� from 500C to 1000C by keeping T� 440 

constant, the exergy is found to increase by 5.65 times, at the initial storage instant.  Upon 441 

keeping At constant, the percentage exergy decrement of T� T<⁄ = 2.4 after 5 hours is 442 

observed to be 19.5% more than that of T� T<⁄ = 1. Thus, for the same initial temperature 443 

difference between the fluids (∆T), the cases with mean temperature greater than the ambient, 444 

show higher thermal energy and exergy efficiency but at the cost of greater degradation rate. 445 

In case of similar Atwood number, near-ambient mean temperature has better utility. In short, 446 

higher Atwood number (stratification) with near ambient - T� favours TES usefulness. This 447 

makes the very commonly used heat storage material molten-salt, a less preferred one for 448 
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SMT based TES. Although molten salt has a higher operating range, it is in solid phase at 449 

room temperature and requires significantly high temperature for melting. Hence one requires 450 

to maintain a significantly higher Atwood number for its best utilisation. Thus, the best suited 451 

HSM is a room-temperature liquid with high CP and high operating range.  452 

Through the study, we could establish a stable and sustainable thermocline for more than 6 453 

hours keeping the fluid dynamic perturbations under control. The facility could be a test 454 

bench/certification bed for different thermal storage schemes involving various thermal 455 

storage media.  456 
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Appendix A 547 

 548 

Table 2: Component details and specifications of the laboratory scale facility 549 

Component Specifications Make 

Pump Vertical, Non- Clog Type, Water cooled 

Centrifugal, Mitsubishi VFD (FR-D720) 

controlled, Head: 30m, Impeller type: Semi 

Open, Motor: 7.5HP, RPM: 2900, 

Temperature: 8000C with external cooling 

Process Pumps(I) 

Pvt. Ltd 

Pneumatic Control Valves 

 

Diaphragm Type Single Acting 

Actuator, Working Pressure 

2.5 to 3.5 Kg/cm² 

Model-PKH, Globe Type 2/2 Way – 3/2 

Way, 1″, Body-S.S.304, Pressure- up to 10 

Bar, 

Temperature up to 450°C 

Aira Euro 

Automation Pvt. 

Ltd. 

Piping 1’ NB, Sch- 40, Inconel-600 Process Pumps(I) 

Pvt. Ltd 

Flow distributor Diameter: 150 mm, thickness- 15mm. 

approx. no. of holes: 132, Hole diameter: 5 

mm 

Process Pumps(I) 

Pvt. Ltd 

Flow measuring device Promass F High temperature version, 

Coriolis multi-purpose, DN 50, Range: 0-

18000 Kg/h, Maximum measured error: 

Mass flow: ±0.05% of reading, Density: 

±0.01 g/cc 

Endress Hauser 

Pvt. Ltd 

Split-type cartridge heater Heat rating: 10×2.5 kW, inbuilt cooling 

system with exhaust, MOC: SS304, Length: 

800mm, Operating temperature (max.): 

7500C, Flux density (max.):18 W/cm2 (with 

flow) 

Heatcon Pvt. Ltd 

Flanged immersion heater Heat rating: 3×3.3 kW, MOC: SS304, 

Length: 450mm, Operating temperature 

(max.): 6500C, Flux density (max.):15.5 

W/cm2  

Heatcon Pvt. Ltd 

Thermocouples K type (Chromel - Alumel), total numbers: 

150, Accuracy: ∓0.75K 

Heatcon Pvt. Ltd 

Data logging system PID controllers (RS-485),  

Compact DAQ system, connected to the PC 

through USB and operated with NI-DAQmx 

driver software  

Heatcon Pvt. Ltd, 

National 

Instruments 
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